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The revolution spawned by the invention of the
microchip is decentralizing the acquisition, analysis,
and transmission of information. The Internet erases
distance, reducing the need to locate activities in a
central place. For example, at least one Hartford
insurer is solving its Y2K problem using a team of
programmers in India.  These days, people who
say they work at the home office are often 
referring, not to corporate headquarters, but to the
room just off their kitchen. The question addressed
here is: How does a wired world affect the value 
of location? 
During the Industrial Revolution, production
shifted from rural cottages to centrally powered
factories built along rivers.  Factory towns sprang
up along these sources of water power.  The intro-
duction of steam power, and later electricity, liber-
ated the factory from the river.  Lower transporta-
tion and communication costs gave cities a produc-
tion advantage.
The technological and regulatory advances in
transportation and communication, however, grad-
ually reduced the manufacturing advantage of cen-
tral cities.  For example, the nation’s freight bill as
a percentage of GDP has been declining for
decades. Economic activity has now spread
throughout a metropolitan region.  The powerful
central city with channels of activity radiating from
its center has been replaced by a network contain-
ing many nodes of varying strength, linked by a
web of distribution and communication arteries. 
These events have now led to a sharp fall in the
geographic concentration of manufacturing in
recent years.  Manufacturing has disappeared faster
from central cities, especially big cities, than it has
from the nation as a whole.  The cost to manufac-
turers of an urban location now largely outweighs
the benefits.  On a national and global level, some
manufacturers have also migrated from industrial
states to other states and other nations. 
Connecticut, a largely urban state, was dominant
in manufacturing right after World War II.  What
did this dominance do for the state’s per capita
income?  Connecticut’s per capita income ranked
sixth in the nation in 1950.  Since then,
Connecticut has lost its manufacturing lead, with
our employment profile converging toward the
national profile.  Has our income profile also come
to look more like the nation’s?  Not really. 
Location, Location, Location
Connecticut is located in the most productive
region of the most productive nation in the world.
Positioned between Boston and Metropolitan New
York and New Jersey, Connecticut is blessed with a
strategic location ideal for reaching fertile markets
of the Northeast and the entire East Coast.  In
terms of per capita income, Connecticut, New
Jersey, Massachusetts, and New York rank one
through four in the nation. 
Not only is per capita income high, the overall
size of the four-state economy is substantial.  The
gross state product of the four states totaled $1.2
trillion most recently, about one-sixth of the U.S.
gross domestic product.  Moreover, this four-state
total exceeds that of all but three other nations
(Japan, Germany, and China).
Connecticut’s location in the thick of other pro-
ductive states boosts our high per capita income.
Interstate trade of goods and services generates
more jobs and income than does international
trade.  For example, one study of trade patterns
found that trade linkages between Canadian
provinces were 20 times more prevalent than 
those between Canadian provinces and U.S. states
of similar size and distance.  Comparable results
were found for trade patterns within other devel-
oped countries.  
If the information revolution has somehow
diminished the importance of location, then what
explains the national dominance of Connecticut,
which has ranked first in the country in per capita
income for more than a decade and whose lead
has increased most recently?  In fact, location has
favored Connecticut, New Jersey, and
Massachusetts, all of which gained ground since
1950, when they ranked sixth, eighth, and twelfth
nationally in per capita income (then, as now, New
York ranked fourth).   
And, if the advantage of location has been erod-
ed over time by technology, why has per capita
income in Fairfield County increased relative to the
rest of the state?  Per capita income in Fairfield
County was 27% above the state average in 1989;
that lead stretched to 40% by 1996.  No doubt, at
least some of Fairfield County’s lofty status springs
from its proximity to Metropolitan New York. 
More generally, if technology has eroded the
advantage of location, then we should observe a
decline in the income advantage that metropolitan
areas have over nonmetropolitan areas.  But the
opposite has occurred, at least in Connecticut.  The
per capita income of metropolitan areas in
Connecticut exceeded that of nonmetropolitan
areas by 14% in 1989 but by 28% in 1996.
Nationally, the metro-to-nonmetro advantage also
increased but more modestly from 39% in 1989 to
40% in 1996.  So the information revolution has
not diminished the dominance of metropolitan
areas, at least not so far.
Viewed in another way, if technology has
reduced the advantage of a particular metropolitan
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location in Connecticut, then income differences
across metropolitan areas should decline.
According to federal definitions, Connecticut has
three metropolitan areas: Hartford, New London-
Norwich, and the New Haven-Bridgeport-Stamford-
Danbury-Waterbury metropolitan area (or the
state’s Southwestern metro area).  What has hap-
pened to income differences across these areas?  In
1989, the Southwestern metro region’s per capita
income was 12% above that of the Hartford metro
area and 34% above that of New London-Norwich.
By 1996, per capita income in Connecticut’s
Southwestern metro area was 28% higher than
that of the Hartford metro area and 42% above
that of the New London-Norwich area.  So the
income advantage of Connecticut’s Southwestern
metro area increased rather than decreased.  
The Case for Place and Face-to-Face
What could explain the growing advantage of
metropolitan areas more generally and of specific
metro areas in particular?  New firms are more
likely locate near industries that draw on similar
resources.  And competition between similar firms
spurs new ideas.  Research shows that a new
patent much more likely cites a patent from a firm
that is geographically close. 
Metropolitan areas, particularly those densely
packed with firms, are incubators for the produc-
tion of ideas, ideas that nurture economic growth.
The geographic proximity created within metropoli-
tan areas allows ideas to travel more rapidly.  As
people interact, they exchange ideas, spreading
knowledge more quickly.  Some ideas piggyback
on workers shifting among firms.  Urban density
accelerates the interaction among people.  As
Alfred Marshall said back in 1890, in regions thick
with firms, “the mysteries of the trade become no
mystery but are, as it were, in the air.” 
Some recent research shows that sharing a labor
pool is a key reason why firms locate together.
Insurance companies in the Hartford region benefit
from having a pool of industry-trained workers.
Dense labor markets also benefit workers, giving
them more job opportunities and some recourse
should their employer’s business sour.   
But doesn’t teleconferencing and the Internet
trump the need for proximity?  After all, contact is
just a satellite feed or a mouse-click away.  Subtle
nuances in the tone of voice or facial expression
are difficult to transmit electronically.  Thus, met-
ropolitan areas will remain places where face-to-
face encounters can occur.  What’s more, virtual
contact must be planned, at least by one party, and
this eliminates the serendipitous meetings that can
occur in dense areas.  Some researchers argue that
such chance encounters are particularly good
sources of ideas that promote growth. 
The Internet may be more of a complement to,
rather than a substitute for, face-to-face contact.
People are more likely to want to meet those with
whom they have had some interaction.  For exam-
ple, despite the rise of the Internet, the conference
and convention business thrives.  Business travel
has also risen significantly since the late 1980s.  As
demonstrated by Silicon Valley, the rise of cutting-
edge technology encourages, rather than elimi-
nates, the need for geographic proximity.
Branding Connecticut 
Given our geographic advantage, we should pay
more attention to the national and global image of
Connecticut.  If we do not define ourselves, others
will.  What do people think when they hear of
Connecticut?  What is Connecticut’s brand?  
In fiction, Connecticut has been characterized as
a place of mindless drones, bores, snobs, or angst-
ridden rich people.  For example, wives existed in
a perpetually blissful state in the mythical town of
Stepford, Connecticut.  The dysfunctional family in
Eugene O’Neill’s greatest play, Long Day’s Journey
Into Night, spent that long day at their summer
home in New London.  Edwin Albee’s Pulitzer
Prize winning play, A Delicate Balance, examines
another dysfunctional Connecticut family.  Ditto for
the family in The Ice Storm. 
On a lighter note, Rebecca, a lead character in
Cheers, was a UConn graduate.  In one episode
Norm ribbed her about the prowess of the school’s
football team.  “What were they called” he jibed,
“the Fighting Insurance Salesmen?”
We must continue to work on Connecticut’s pub-
lic image to nurture what in the new century may
turn out to be an incredibly valuable asset.
Although “the land of steady habits” may have
some appeal in a turbulent world, it reinforces a
hidebound stereotype.  The current slogan, “The
state that thinks like a business,” is better but
makes it sound as if the state is run by actuaries.   
As I see it, there are two Connecticut qualities
the world should know more about.  First, we have
good schools and colleges, which turn out a well-
educated and highly-trained work force.  Our work
force produces some of the most technologically
sophisticated products on earth—from computer
programs to life-saving drugs to jet engines.
Second, Connecticut is an emerging player in the
arts, sports, and leisure industries.  In the arts, the
state has an impressive array of galleries, muse-
ums, concert halls, and playhouses, and is home to
the Yale School of Drama, with graduates such as
Jodie Foster, John Turturro, Frances McDormand,
Meryl Streep, Paul Newman, Sigourney Weaver,
Elia Kazan, and Oliver Stone.  In sports,
Connecticut has an exciting college basketball pro-
gram, boasts competitive minor league teams, and,
soon, the New England Patriots, is home to ESPN,
the most successful sports broadcaster in history,
and has several auto-racing venues, the largest
spectator sport in the country.  In the leisure
industry, Connecticut offers the charm of New
England’s countryside and seaports along with two
of the largest casinos in the world, plus attractions
such as Mystic Aquarium and Mystic Seaport.
Note that all these features are very much a part of
Connecticut—they are location specific. 
How about promoting an image that captures
these two facets of the state—something like “In
Connecticut, we work smarter and play harder.”
Just a thought.